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Disclaimer
This book offers simplified information of a general nature. Each shoreline property is unique and requires individual assessment and advice; readers are advised to obtain competent expert help for any work relating to topics discussed in this book including shoreline erosion, bank stability, retaining walls, docks, construction plans and approvals, septic permits, tree condition and removal, or any other actions described.

It is the responsibility of the shoreline resident, or his/her authorized agent or contractor, to obtain all necessary permits, licences, letters of authority and approvals for any work which falls under the jurisdiction of Federal or Provincial acts or regulations, and any Municipal or First Nations land use bylaws, development, or building regulations.

It is recommended that any alterations or corrective measures be carried out with due care and attention to human safety and to the structural integrity of buildings and landscape. In many areas (such as erosion control, on-site sewage treatment systems, water treatment, and docks), the contents of this book serve as an introduction to the topic. Readers are advised to undertake further research prior to making major expenditures, and to discuss with manufacturers, contractors or other professionals the various alternatives available.

The Living by Water Project, its partners, agents, staff, contractors, authors and associate authors, reviewers or sponsors cannot accept any responsibility for any work carried out as a result of the actions recommended in this book. The contents of this publication do not necessarily reflect the views and policies of our sponsors or partners of The Living by Water Project.
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NATURE SASKATCHEWAN
The Buffer Zone

When we moved from the city to the water's edge, our plan was to live slower lives and enjoy the things that nature, and our new community, had to offer. Somehow, things worked out a little differently! Our time and resources were stretched to the limit with running a resort, keeping our consulting business going, and trying to find time to spend with the children. We welcomed anything that could save us time or prevent future problems – such as the concept of the buffer zone.

If there is one single message that every one of us who lives beside water, or has water running through our property, can benefit from, it is the value of the “buffer zone”, and the importance of protecting it. The buffer zone is an excellent investment for maintaining the quality of your water and protecting your land, possibly even from disappearing!

Your buffer zone is an area of natural vegetation, including fallen trees, branches and washed up logs, and natural rocks or pebbles, that runs along the length of your shoreline, streamside, or bluff edge. It includes the areas upland of the high water mark (your riparian buffer) as well as the area below the high water mark, right down into the water (your aquatic buffer).

Ideally, a buffer zone contains vegetation that would normally grow in your area, based on climatic zone and physical location. These might include trees, shrubs, wildflowers, grasses and other plants in the riparian area, and native aquatic plants (like cattails and rushes).
What’s in a Name?

The riparian buffer zone has many other names - buffer strip, leave strip, filter strip, riparian zone, and vegetation retention zone. Some call it the ribbon of life, because of its crucial role for many living things.

Over the years, many of us have cleared our buffers for views, created wide access swaths to the shore, and “tidied” up the shoreline. Lawns and ornamental gardens near the water’s edge, artificial beaches, retaining walls and other “hard” installations along many shorelines have gradually eliminated the ability of buffers to function effectively.

When a shoreline is cleared and native vegetation removed along with logs, rocks and boulders, the buffer area has the potential to become an “erosion zone.” Alterations to shorelines and streambanks can also result in silted up spawning beds, pollution from runoff and increased flooding. By helping buffers return to a more natural state, we can often reduce these problems.

As “pollution-prevention, water quality control, and erosion-protection devices,” riparian and aquatic buffers help keep our property and water safe. In fact, you could look at them as a free shoreline insurance program...we invite you to take advantage of this opportunity!

Finding Your Buffer Zone

The area above the high water mark which is influenced by the presence of water - for example, seeping through the soil - is the “riparian” area. Adjacent to the riparian area is the “upland.” Your riparian buffer zone will include all of the riparian area, and often includes some upland area. Vegetation and soils will help you identify your riparian buffer. Your riparian buffer zone includes vegetation along the water’s edge adapted for the environment there - plants that like the extra moisture. Rocks, fallen trees, washed up logs and root wads also act as part of your buffer.

The aquatic buffer extends from the shoreline into the water to where the light no longer reaches the bottom. Aquatic plants are an important component of your aquatic buffer. Buffers are by nature transitional areas that may vary in their features from shoreline to shoreline. Some riparian buffers may lack trees and shrubs, even in a natural state, due to characteristics such as soils which may be too wet, or the presence of bare rock. And, some aquatic buffers may naturally lack emergent aquatic vegetation like rushes and submergent plants.

| Riparian Buffer |
| buffers water from pollution and from sediment in runoff |

Whether you live beside a stream, river or lake, a buffer zone will protect your land and water quality.

| Aquatic Buffer |
| can help buffer land from erosive energy of wind, waves, currents |

Did you know...

Buffer zones provide rich and important habitat for fish and other wildlife. Scientists say that natural habitat ABOVE the high water mark is very important to the survival of northern pike, perch and other species of fish.
# The Benefits of Buffers

**Did you know...**
One pound of phosphorous can produce up to 500 pounds of aquatic plant or algae growth once it washes into a lake. A healthy buffer zone can help prevent algal blooms.

"A few of us on our lake have brought in sand for beaches. If I had realized that it would silt over the gravel area where trout used to spawn, I wouldn’t have done it – and I’m sure my neighbours wouldn’t have either."  
— Harvey, lakeshore resident

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>How buffers help</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Protection of water quality** | • Buffers help purify water by filtering toxic substances and some pollutants (fertilizers, pesticides, bacteria, heavy metals and septic leachate) out of runoff from roads, fields, yards and septic fields, before these substances reach water bodies.  
  • Vegetation helps keep water clear by trapping soil particles in runoff.  
  • On a property with extensive native vegetation, you can avoid the use of fertilizers and pesticides and further help protect water quality; these substances are not required to grow native plants.  
  • If properly established and maintained, a full riparian buffer can remove at least: - 50 percent of chemical fertilizers and pesticides. - 60 percent of some bacteria. - 75 percent of sediment. |
| **Protection from erosion**  | • The roots of riparian and aquatic buffer vegetation act like “rebar” in concrete, to reinforce soil and sand and help hold them together.  
  • Buffers help prevent land loss by protecting your bank or shoreline from slumping or being washed away.  
  • The leaves of plants reduce the energy of waves and currents, break the force of falling rain, and slow water as it runs downhill. Since shoreline properties are commonly on the receiving end of drainage, the more vegetation cover, the more your property will benefit. |
| **Protection of property value** | • By protecting water quality and preventing erosion along the shoreline, a buffer zone helps maintain the value of your property.  
  • Buffers help protect buildings and trees on your property from damage due to wind and water. |
| **Protection from flooding**  | • Vegetation, logs and rocks in streams or along the shoreline slow down flood waters, reducing damage to your property.  
  • Riparian vegetation acts like a sponge, helping to increase the soil’s ability to absorb water, and to lessen the impacts of flooding. |
| **Quality of life**           | • Trees and other vegetation provide cooling and shade in summer, protection from wind in winter, and clean and freshen the air.  
  • Vegetation along the shoreline can provide privacy from other dwellings and from noisy activities on the water.  
  • Natural landscaping can help put you in touch with the seasonal cycles of plants and wildlife, and the beauty of nature. |
| **Protection of water supply** | • Riparian vegetation helps the ground absorb more water in fall, winter and spring, and during storms. The ground can then slowly release water into streams in the summer, to help maintain flows during dry periods. |
| **Protection of fish and wildlife** | • Vegetation provides food, nesting cover, and shelter for fish and other wildlife, including species-at-risk.  
  • Vegetation alongside and overhanging waterways provides shade to help keep water cool for fish.  
  • Vegetation along shorelines provides connecting corridors, enabling wildlife to move safely from one area to another. |
What Makes an Effective Buffer?

Native plants... and lots of them!
Ideally, the buffer area is thickly covered with native vegetation. The higher the percentage of the ground that is covered, the better your buffer can work. A landscape made up of native plants is low-maintenance. Once established, they can survive without extra watering, and without application of pesticides and fertilizers. Native plants are adapted to deal with local bugs and diseases and can get all the nutrients they need from existing soil. See Chapter 7 and Appendix 2 for more information on native plants. A ground covering of turf grass does not provide enough of the functions of a buffer to help it be effective.

The wider the better!
Scientists are showing us that buffer zones need to be much wider than previously thought, in order for them to carry out all the functions that nature intends for them. These days, the general rule for an effective riparian buffer is to provide a minimum width of 30 m (100 ft), measured back from the high water mark. You may also need to increase the size of your buffer if you live on a ravine or sloped shoreline or if the shore or bank is made of rock. See sidebar.

In some areas, riparian buffer zones as wide as 50-100 m (165-330 ft) may be established, to help protect very sensitive streams. In exceptionally fragile areas, 150 m (500 ft) may be required. The buffer may be set aside by a municipality as an environmental reserve, and strict guidelines apply. See Chapter 17.

Wide buffers are best at filtering out pollutants before they reach the water, protecting soil from eroding, mitigating the effects of flooding, and providing habitat for fish and other wildlife.

If you have a lot which has already been cleared, if your lot is too small to establish the buffer we recommend, or if your house or cottage is closer than 30 m (100 ft) to the water’s edge – you may feel that the task of creating a buffer is irrelevant, or impossible for you. Do not despair! Whatever you set aside for a natural buffer area along the shoreline will benefit your property. Start slowly, and the rewards may inspire you to expand the area.

Did you know...
Leaving a buffer strip does not mean that you will be inundated with insects, mice, skunks or other wildlife. If wildlife can find what they need on your shoreline, they will probably stay there – unless you invite them with tasty dinners of garbage, or warm beds for the winter. See Chapter 11.

---

**Natural Shoreline**
- **40% evaporation**
- **10% runoff**
- **50% infiltration**

Native vegetation protects water quality from polluted runoff, and helps soil absorb water.

**Disturbed Shoreline**
- **30% evaporation**
- **55% runoff**
- **15% infiltration**

Hard surfaces and reduced vegetation increase runoff and and erosion potential, and decrease absorption by the soil.

**Tip**
Make the buffer wider than 30 m (100 ft), measured from the high water line:
- on slopes: add at least 0.6 m for every 1 percent of slope. See Pg 71 for calculating slope.
- if rock outcrops are included, or wetlands are adjacent: add the width of the outcrop/wetland.
“By letting a wide buffer strip grow along the water’s edge we’ve cut down on our yard maintenance. Each year we see tiny new shrubs popping through the ground, and have fewer worries about the water being damaged by septic leachate and runoff.”

Sarah and Clive

Variety...the spice of life
An effective buffer mimics the complexity of nature. Vegetation of different heights, types, and ages grows all mixed together. In a healthy natural shoreline, new saplings crowd up next to their parent tree, rotting wood from fallen trees provides nutrients for new grasses and shrubs, and cover for young fish. Tall plants provide shade and protection for smaller ones and, as they die, make room for new ones to grow. All this framework, both above and below ground, acts like a skeleton, holding the structure of your shoreline together.

An effective buffer generally has a mix of different types of plants, ranging from low-growing grasses and flowers, to shrubs and trees of various heights. Plants with deep, binding root masses help hold the shoreline together. There may be some standing dead trees, signifying that the buffer is renewing itself. Note that some soils (such as very wet or sandy ones), and rocky shorelines, may not support the full variety of vegetation described here, but the buffer can still be healthy and functioning.

In the aquatic buffer, shoreline plants such as grasses, reeds and cattails, other emergent plants such as water lilies and submergent plants such as coontail and pondweed (what we often call water weeds) bind the soil, break the force of waves, and function as a collective kidney, filtering pollutants and purifying the water. Remember though, that they, like us, can only cope with a certain level of toxins; overdosed, they can die!

Don’t bare your soil!
Any bare ground we create – by paving a boat access, importing sand for a beach, or using a path until there is no vegetation left – decreases the effectiveness of our buffer. And when we harden our shoreline with retaining walls or solid docks, we can severely interfere with the buffer's ability to work. See Chapters 7 and 8.

Beware alien invaders
Invasive plants (“alien invaders”), discussed in Chapter 7, have the potential to interfere with the functions that a buffer performs. A healthy functioning buffer is free of them.

Wetlands
Wetlands are an important element of your property that need buffering and protection, just as much as a lake or stream. A healthy wetland, like a healthy shoreline, safeguards your water supply through filtration and by replenishing groundwater, and plays a vital role in the survival of many species of amphibians, reptiles, water birds, mammals and specialized plants.

All wetlands have three things in common – water, water-saturated soils and water-tolerant plants. Wetlands combine features of both land and water.

Wetlands tend to develop in places where water collects and remains at or near the surface, and they can range from small depressions that hold water only after spring runoff, to forested swamps with saturated peat soils. They can be found beside rivers, streams and lakes, as well as low-lying areas. If you have them along your shoreline, they will be part of your aquatic buffer.
Nurturing Your Buffer

Restoring a buffer

If your buffer zone has been altered by years of human occupation, it is possible to restore some of its natural functions. You can start small by leaving it alone and letting nature take over; if you maintain a lawn to the water's edge, stop mowing the area along the shore. Over time, your turf grass will grow longer, and native plants from surrounding areas will gradually move in. You can speed things up by removing turf and planting nursery stock. If your shoreline is eroding, of course, you'll need to take more direct action using a careful, planned approach. Chapters 7 and 8 provide planting tips and suggestions for softening a hardened shoreline and for dealing with erosion. Look for the Shoreline Restoration icon in these chapters.

Because you are working to re-establish something that nature would have created in the first place, your work will be easier. You'll find new plants sprouting up, and if you leave them alone, chances are they'll thrive and spread over time. Gradually, a mix of plants of different ages will develop, and your property will reap the benefits of the buffer.

CAUTION: A reminder - you'll need to watch out for "alien invaders". See Chapter 7 and Appendix 3.

When you start the process of restoring a buffer area, make sure that you consider your own needs for access, recreation, and views, as well as what the buffer requires to function effectively. In this way you'll have a design you can live with.

Building on your land

In Chapter 4 we give tips for construction, and for protecting your buffer when clearing a building site. Leave the edge of the buffer uneven with a mix of plant heights and types, and clusters of vegetation. This kind of variety helps provide lots of fallen leaves, needles and twigs to slow water runoff and encourage absorption. It also provides useful habitat for birds and small mammals looking for food and shelter.

Accessing the water

In Chapter 9 we suggest ideas for minimizing buffer damage when you create access to the water's edge, by creating the smallest possible "puncture" in your buffer. Try to keep as much of your shoreline untouched as possible, and focus your access pathway and other activities in one general area. On steep shorelines, any access may cause instability, and you may need to look at alternate ways of reaching the water, such as using a nearby public dock.

Where have I heard that before...?

As you read this book, you may notice that maintaining or restoring a buffer zone is a common theme repeated throughout. This is because the benefits of the buffer relate to many areas of waterfront living: shoreline landscaping, erosion control, water quality, construction, septic systems, hobby farming, recreation, wildlife, natural beauty.... the list goes on. Protect your water, your investment in your property, and your health. Nurture your buffer and save yourself time, headaches, and money.

Resources


See Appendix 1 for complete Resources.
Do you live by a lake, river or stream in Saskatchewan or Manitoba?

Learn how to protect your investment and have more time to enjoy your waterfront setting. Sarah Kipp and Clive Callaway share their personal experiences of living by water in this user-friendly handbook. It includes informative tips, advice, helpful Saskatchewan/Manitoba references, illustrations and stories to assist you with the unique challenges of waterfront living - in urban and rural areas, for seasonal and year-round residents.

On the Living Edge
Your Handbook for Waterfront Living

Topics include:
- Shoreline erosion
- Native plants on the shoreline
- Protecting your water quality
- Septic & water systems
- Tips for purchasers
- Building by water
- Docks
- Caring for yards & gardens
- Recreation & boating
- Co-existing with wildlife

Save time and money, protect your health, and safeguard your investment.

“If ever you wished for a comprehensive yet practical guide to shoreline living, this is it. From tips on what to look for when purchasing a shoreline property to shoreline restoration, authors Sarah Kipp and Clive Callaway share their personal experiences in over 15 years of waterfront living, and information they have gleaned since they founded the Living by Water Project five years ago. A must for the cottage bookshelf.”

Betty Ann Watts, editor, The Cottager

Waterfront residents for over fifteen years, the authors are founders of Canada’s Living by Water Project. They have brought together a wealth of information from many sources in this book. They share their enjoyment of the beauty of the water’s edge and tips for dealing with its challenges.

$19.95